


Providing customers quality 
metal plates and tags for a wide 

variety of durable
 solutions for their identification  solutions for their identification 
and traceability requirements. 
These plates and tags are used 
to identify raw materials, work in 
progress and finished goods.
Most plates/tags are guaranteed 
for use in the Addressograph 

 Model 320 and 3000 Model 320 and 3000
Embossers.

For more information and 
pricing on tags call:
 800-552-3282 Ext. 1315



# 1LG = (1) .125” x .500” slot 
# 4RL = (4) .062” x .400” slots

# 420 = (4) .200” holes
# 4RL = (4) .062” x .400” slots

Size = .68” x 3.30”

13

# 4RL = (4) .062” x .400” slots

Standard

CR80

CR50

CR50

Small Standard

# 112 = (1) .125” hole

Size = .809” x 1.21”
23

Military Dog Tag (rolled edge)

35

#000= 
no holes

#112=(1)  
.125 hole
#212=(2)  
.125 holes
#425=(4)  
.250 holes

# 1LG = (1) .125” x .500 slot
# LG = (2) .125” x .500 slot

# 000 = no holes 
# 112 = (1) .125” hole 
# 212 = (2) .125” holes
# HLG = (1) .125” x .500 luggage slot

# 000 =  no holes
# 115 = (1) .156” hole 
# 121 = (1) .218” hole 
# 215 = (2) .156” holes

Size = 1.00” x 2.00”

Size = 3.5” x 2.00”
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53

# 4RL = (4) .062” x .400” slots

# 218 = (2) .188” holes

40 #216 = (2) .160 holesSize = 0.5” x 3.49”

67

42

# 4RL = (4) .062” x .400” slots

.70”

# 4RL = (4) .062” x .400” slots

.86

1.06

.53

.472
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V3

93

# 114 = (1) .140” hole
# 215 = (2) .156” holes
# 425 = (4) .250” holes M

ed
ica
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D 

Pl
at

eSize = 1.25” x up to 6”
Medical = 1.25” x 2.25”

# 415 = (4) .156” holes

Size = 4” up to 8”

(image not to scale)

V5

.53

65

Maximum 
10” for .016 Stainless
6” for Aluminum
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Pricing Schedule & Tag Part Configuration
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Retail Pricing For Identification Plates and Tags
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Suggested Applications For Metal ID Plates and Tags
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Dog Tag Accessories – Embossing, Laser Engraving and Silk Screening

Chains available 
in Nickel Plated or 
Stainless steel
4.5”, 24” & 30

Laser Engraved 

Business CardsSilicone Rubber Silencers 

for Military Dog Tags

  For more information on embossing services, laser
 engraving, silk-screen printing and dog tag supplies.
                  Call Toll Free: 800-552-3282
                                        

www.addressograph.com



#10 / Standard Tag 

• Part # 10304DD5215  (stain-
less steel with 2 –5/32” holes).

• Part # 10A30ML6215  (mill 
finished aluminum with  
2 –5/32” holes). 

Stainless Steel (.015”) @ 500 
per box 11.7 pounds each

Aluminum (.016”) @ 1000 per 
box - 8.7 pounds each.

# 12 / Small Standard Tag

• Part # 12304DD5215  (stain-
less steel with 2 –5/32” holes).

• Part # 12A30ML6215  (mill 
finished aluminum with 2 
–5/32” holes). 

Stainless Steel (.015”) @ 1000 
per box 15.8 pounds each

Aluminum (.016”) @ 1000 per 
box- 6.3 pounds each.

# 21 / Military Dog Tag 

• Part # 21A50XXJ112   
(anodized aluminum with  
1 –1/8” hole). 

This is also very popular in .032” 
in various colors with one or 
two holes. (blue, black, green, 
yellow, red, orange &  violet)

Aluminum (.032”) @ 500 per 
box 3.6 - pounds each.

# 31 / CR80 Tag

• Part # 31304DD5215  (stain-
less steel with 2 –5/32” holes).

• Part # 31A30ML6215  (mill 
finished aluminum with 2 
–5/32” holes).

Stainless Steel (.015”) @ 500 
per box 15.2 pounds each.

Aluminum (.016”) @ 1000 per 
box - 11.5 pounds each.

# 33/ CR50 Tag

• Part # 33304DD5215  (stain-
less steel with 2 –5/32” holes).

• Part # 33A30ML6215  (mill 
finished aluminum with 2 
–5/32” holes).

This tag is popular because of 
the larger radius corners, and 
a little small then the “31” tag. 
This came from the Sears credit 
card size and is called a  
“CR50” tag.

Stainless Steel(.015”) @ 500 
per box 13.7 pounds each.

Aluminum (.016”) @ 1000  
per box - 9.8 pounds each.

# 34 / Small Standard Tag 
• Part # 34A30ML6215  (mill finished 
aluminum with 2 –5/32” holes  
.016” thick).

This is also very popular in .032”  (part # 
34A50XXJ000) in various colors with no 
holes. (blue, black, green, yellow, red).

Aluminum (.016”) @ 500 per box  
5.1 pounds each.

Aluminum (.032”) @ 500 per box  
10.3 pounds each.

# 43 / Scored Tag
• Part # 43A30ML64RL (mill finished 
aluminum with 4 –.062” x  .400” slots).

Designed to be embossed / marked first, 
and then to be broken into four strips. 
Used to identify cabling, hoses etc. on 
ships, aircraft and heavy equipment. 
Available in a variable length tag as well 
as one score and two score options.

Aluminum (.016”) @ 1000 per box  
11.0 pounds each.

# 43 / Scored Tag 
Paint Mask Label for scored tag, label 
is easily removed on the job sight after 
embossed and painted.

• Part # 43A30WL64RL (mill finished 
aluminum with 4 –.062” x  .400” slots 
.016” thick).  Available in a two score  
tag as well.

3M 7600  White Vinyl Labels

Face stock: 3.8 mils, soft gloss white, 
topcoat vinyl.

Adhesive: 3M Removable R3600

# 53 / Round Tag
• Part # 53A30ML6112  (mill finished 
aluminum with 1 –1/8” hole .016” thick) 

This is also very popular in .032”  (part # 
53A50XXJ112) in various colors with one 
hole. (blue, black, green, yellow, red) 
500 Per box. 2.12” and 1” options as well. 
(call for availability)

Aluminum (.016”) @ 1000 per box  
3.1 pounds each.

Aluminum (.032”) @ 500 per box  
3.2 pounds each.

Most Popular Stock Tags- Shown with Standard Hole Configurations

These tag  
images are Not  

To Scale

With Paint 
Mask Label 
Applied
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450 Weaver Street
Rocky Mount VA 24151
www.addressograph.com

1-800-552-3282


